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Abstract— Application Layer Multicast (ALM) is highly ex-
pected to be the new technological choice contents delivery
in lieu of IP multicast. Depending on each node’s streaming
application, ALM constructs multicast trees and delivers the
stream through those trees. The problem of ALM is that when
a node resides in tree leaves, the stream cannot be delivered to
descendant nodes. To overcome this problem, Topology-aware
Hierarchical Arrangement Graph (THAG) was proposed. By
employing Multiple Description Coding (MDC), THAG first
splits the stream into a number of sub-streams, and then uses
Arrangement Graph (AG) to construct an independent tree
for each sub-stream. However, using the same size of AG in
THAG has a difficulty delivering a stream appropriately across
a heterogeneous network. In this paper, we propose a method
to change the size of AG dynamically in enhancing THAG
performance well even in a heterogeneous network. Finally,
we evaluate the proposed scheme by experiments in ns-2. By
comparing with THAG, we show that our proposal scheme
provides a better performance in throughput and Bandwidth
Satisfaction Rate (BSR).

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, along with the rapid growth in network speed
and bandwidth, there has been an increasing deployment of
contents delivery by applying streaming technologies. Most
of the streaming technologies in the current Internet are based
on unicast communication. However, since streaming based
on unicast communication increases the traffic load of the
server and network, this research has recently been directed
towards the multicast communication based streaming [1].
Most of multicast communication based on IP multicast incurs
a great deal of cost. Therefore, as an alternative to IP multicast,
Application Layer Multicast (ALM), in order to be tailored
into the current Internet infrastructure [3] has drawn much
attention.

In IP multicast, the duplication and relay of packets are
done at the router. In contrast, in ALM, the multicast com-
munication is realized by the duplication and relay of packets
of the application at the end-host. If we apply ALM, we can
virtually perform multicast communication in the application
layer regardless whether we perform unicast communication in
the IP layer or not. Besides, while IP multicast requires special
devices, ALM does not. Generally, the duplication/relay of
packets performed by the end-host is less reliable than the
one performed by the special router.

In ALM, an overlay network is constructed at the applica-
tion layer independent from the network layer by the tunneling
of unicasts between end-hosts. A multicast tree is created
by having the end-host which is responsible for duplication
of the received media as the branch. The stream delivery
by ALM is performed according to the multicast tree with
the source node which owns the media as the root. So far,
End System Multicast (ESM) [5], Application Layer Multicast
Infrastructure (ALMI) [7], Overcast [8], and Scribe [9] have
been proposed. These methods use only one multicast tree to
deliver a stream. Therefore, if the stream is not delivered due
to the leaving of nodes, the quality of the stream will degrade
dramatically.

In order to cope with this problem, multiple-tree multicast
has been proposed [4], [11], [12]. This method splits the
stream into several sub-streams with Multiple Description
Coding (MDC) [13] and delivers the sub-streams by using
multicast trees in parallel. In MDC, we can playback the
contents by receiving one of the sub-streams, and higher
quality can be achieved by obtaining more sub-streams. In
multiple-tree multicast, CoopNet [12], Splitstream [11], and
Topology-aware Hierarchical Arrangement Graph (THAG) [4]
have been proposed. Both CoopNet and SplitStream do not
ensure the independence of multiple trees, implying that a
node can be an interior node in several multicast trees and
its leaving will prevent the descendent nodes from receiving
streams. In the THAG scheme, independence of the multicast
trees is ensured. This independency guarantees that the leaving
of any node will affect the data delivery at most in one
multicast tree.

THAG is difficult to deliver a stream which can meet the
various bandwidth constraints in the heterogeneous network.
In THAG, the independent trees have been constructed from
Arrangement Graph (AG) [14] and the upload bandwidth
needed for the minimum transmission is determined by the size
of AG and the streaming rate. Therefore, if the actual upload
bandwidth of a node which is trying to join the multicast is less
than or equal to the necessary upload bandwidth, it will not
be able to send all the streams. As a result, the quality of the
received stream will degrade depending on the amount of the
stream which cannot be delivered. This problem is attributed
to the characteristic that THAG uses all the same size of
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Fig. 1. AG with a size of 4
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Fig. 2. Independent trees based on AG with size of 4

AG. Therefore, we propose a method to ensure the quality of
the received stream by dynamically changing the size of AG
according to the available bandwidth and by preventing nodes
from being disabled to send the stream, when nodes join or
leave the multicast. That is, our approach modifies and tailors
THAG for heterogeneous networks. Our simulation results
using network simulator ns-2 demonstrate that our approach
provides throughput and Bandwidth Satisfaction Rate (BSR)
better than the conventional THAG. The results indicate that
our approach is more reliable in heterogeneous Networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes ALM which uses THAG. Our proposed ALM method
is described in Section III. In Section IV, we present our
simulation results and performance comparisons. Concluding
remarks are given in Section V.

II. TOPOLOGY-AWARE HIERARCHICAL ARRANGEMENT

GRAPH (THAG)

R. Tian et al. [4] proposed a method using THAG to
construct ALM which uses MDC. The basic idea of this
approach is to construct the independent trees and deliver the
stream along the tree structures. The independent trees can be
constructed by making a node which is a parent node in the
specific tree to be the leaf node in all other trees. By so doing,
even when a node cannot receive the sub-stream due to the
leaving of a node in its upper position, the descendent node
can still receive the stream from other trees.

A. Arrangement Graph (AG)

In THAG, (S, 2)-Arrangement Graph [14] is used to con-
struct the independent trees. In this paper, we call S the size
of AG. Generally, in AG with size S, S(S − 1) number of
nodes can participate, and we can maintain S − 2 number of
independent trees. Fig. 1 shows an example when the size of
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AG is 4, while Fig. 2 is an example of the trees based on
size 4 of AG. In the figure, the root of each tree is node k1
(3 ≤ k ≤ S). As shown in Fig.2, two trees which have the
root nodes 31 and 41 have been constructed. In these trees,
we can see that the node which is the parent node in one tree
is the leaf node in another tree. Therefore, these two trees are
independent. node 21 is leaf node in all multicast trees. So,
node 21 is selected as AG entrance and maintain the current
states of all the AG members.

Furthermore, more nodes can join the AG in a hierarchical
manner. When the number of nodes participated in AG reaches
the limitation, such AG is made to be Parent-AG, which
can build the new Child-AGs. Fig. 3 shows an example on
how Child-AG1 and Child-AG2 are generated from nodes 32
and 42, and nodes 13 and 43, in Parent-AG, respectively. In
general, nodes in each column deliver sub-streams to Child-
AG. A column of nodes in the parent AG providing data to
its Child-AG is referred to as the AG sources.

The stream which is delivered to Parent-AG is also delivered
to Child-AG1 and Child-AG2 as well. In other words, since
the delivery of sub-streams is performed based on the delivery
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tree constructed from AG, we can easily achieve a large-scale
delivery network in a hierarchical manner.

B. The Joining and Leaving of nodes

In THAG, Global Network Positioning (GNP) approach [15]
is used to infer the distance between nodes in the network. In
GNP, the inference of distance is based on RTT between nodes.
Hereunder we describe the process of the joining and leaving
of nodes in which the inferred distance is based on GNP.

At the beginning, the joining node will first send join
message to the highest AG entrance. If the AG is not fully
filled, the node joins that AG. Otherwise, if the AG is fully
filled, for each AG member e which already joins the AG,
compute the function G(e) which is the ratio of the sum of
distances between node e and the AG sources to the sum of
distances between the joining node and AG sources as follows:

G(e) =

∑
i

dGNP(e, si)∑
i

dGNP(n, si)
(1)

Here, n denotes the joining node, si denotes the ith AG
source of each sub-stream, and d is the distance function
between nodes. Note that G(e) > 1 implies that the joining
node is closer to the AG sources than node e. Therefore, node
e with maximum G(e) is replaced by the joining node n.
The node e that is replaced will try to find a new Child-AG.
On the other hand, for all member nodes e, no replacement
is performed if G(e) ≤ 1. In this case, n will try to find a
new Child-AG. Next, the AG entrance that received the join
message finds the closest AG member h to the joining node.
The joining node contacts with h and retrieves the information
of all its Child-AGs. If h has less child-AGs than it can serve,
the joining node creates a new Child-AG and joins the AG
entrance. Otherwise, the joining node contacts all the Child-
AGs’ entrances, and selects and joins the AG that has the
smallest average distance between the joining node and the
AG members. The above procedures are summarized in Fig.4.
By repeating these procedures, the joining node eventually
joins the closest Child-AG.

In case a node leaves the tree, if the leaving node has
child-AGs, it can contact with the entrance of a Child-AG
and promotes a non-root node in Child-AG. In the Child-AG,
similar maintenance can be performed afterwards. Thus, the
height of THAG can be reduced as much as possible.

III. NETWORK-AWARE HIERARCHICAL ARRANGEMENT

GRAPH (NHAG)

In THAG, we can create several independent multicast
trees from AG. The sub-streams are delivered by using these
multicast trees in parallel. The minimum bandwidth needed
for streaming delivery is determined based on the size of
AG S and the streaming rate R, which is 2(S − 2)R. For
example, the required bandwidth is 3.6Mbps for AG which
has size 8 and the streaming rate of 300kbps. For this reason,
nodes which connected with the link having bandwidth less
than this amount will not be able to send all sub-streams.

In the conventional THAG, the required bandwidth has not
been taken into account by assuming that all AG size is fixed
and sub-streams consume the same bandwidth in all links.
However, in a real network, the bandwidth of links connected
with users can vary from place to place. In this paper, we
consider the real network and propose a method that can be
adaptive to the variation of link bandwidth by changing the
size of AG dynamically. We call the method Network-aware
Hierarchical Arrangement Graph (NHAG).

A. Joining and Leaving of Nodes

In the joining process, the joining node calculates the
requested size SR which is the maximum AG size required
to deliver all sub-streams as follows.

SR =
BW

2 × R
+ 2 (2)

Here, BW is the actual upload bandwidth for the joining
node, R is the streaming rate, and SR ≥ 3 is the constraint.
Then, the joining process searches for the joinable AG based
on this SR. The AG which receives the join request determines
whether or not to let the joining node join by comparing the
AG size S and requested size SR.

The joining procedure of AG in case S > SR : In this
case, even when the joining node can join, the node will not
be able to send all sub-streams. Therefore, in case the AG can
have a new Child-AG, we create the new Child-AG with size
SR and let the joining node join this Child-AG. On the other
hand, in case the AG can not have new Child-AG, if the AG
already has Child-AGs, the AG sends notification to the joining
node to join its Child-AG whose size is the closest to SR.
The joining node, which receives such notification message,
then sends join request to that Child-AG. In case the AG does
not have any Child-AG, since the number of nodes which
join AG is too small, we let the joining node to join this AG
temporarily. In this case, although all member nodes might
not be able to deliver the stream, since the AG does not have
a Child-AG and the number of member nodes in this AG is
small, only a few members will not be able to send the stream.
In addition, we also perform the process that minimizes the
AG size and replaces preferentially the temporary node by the
node replacement and renewal of the AG size which will be
described later.

The joining procedure of AG in case S ≤ SR : In
this case, we replace nodes only when the minimum value
of requested size Smin regarding all AG members is greater
than SR. Although this procedure is similar to that of THAG
shown in Fig. 4, we use the requested size as the replacement
metric instead of using distance between nodes. So that, we
can replace preferentially the temporary joining node which
is joining the AG with a larger size even when the requested
size is small.

By repeating the above process, the node can join the AG
which can accommodate the requested size. This procedure is
summarized in Fig. 5.

In NHAG, each AG entrance sends the maximum requested
size Smax in the AG members to its Parent-AG periodically.
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When a node leaves, if S ≤ Smax, the AG entrance to which
the leaving node belongs sends a notification message to the
Child-AG to which the node with Smax belongs. The Child-
AG which receives the notification message then promotes the
node, which has the requested size Smax, to its Parent-AG.
Thus, we can promote the node from Child-AG which has the
requested size equal or more than S even when the node is
leaving.

B. Renewal of AG size

Since nodes in AG are frequently replaced due to the joining
and leaving of nodes, it is necessary to renew the AG size
dynamically according to the network state. Therefore, we
recompute the AG size when there is joining and leaving as
well as the replacement of nodes.

First, we compute the average requested size Savg of N
nodes joining AG. In case the AG does not have a Child-AG,
the new AG size is uploaded as follows:

Snew =

{
Savg N ≤ Savg(Savg − 1)
S N > Savg(Savg − 1)

(3)

where S is the current AG size. In AG with size S, S(S−1)
number of nodes can participate. So, in case Savg < S and
N > Savg(Savg − 1), some AG members are not joining the
current AG. Therefore, in case N > Savg(Savg − 1), S is not
changed.

On the other hand, in case the AG has Child-AG, if we vary
S drastically, a stream might not be sent to the Child-AGs,
and hence it is critical to vary S slowly. In THAG where AG
has size S, S − 2 numbers of streams can be delivered. If we
suddenly increase the AG size S, nodes within AG will have to
send more sub-streams. As a result, the number of Child-AGs,
which can be created, will decrease. Therefore, we propose to
increase S in case Savg > S, and the number of joining nodes
in AG is upper limited by N = S(S−1). Furthermore, in case
the number of nodes decreases even AG has a Child-AG, since
S > Smax, nodes will not be promoted from the Child-AGs.
Therefore, in our approach, if the number of AG nodes has
decreased to some extent (N < (S − 2)(S − 2)), we decrease
S as well.

Therefore, the new size of AG is set as follows:

Snew =




S + 1 Savg > S and N = S(S − 1)
S − 1 N < (S − 1)(S − 2)
S others

(4)

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation setup

To validate NHAG, we have performed simulations of
streaming over the multicast trees constructed based on ALM
by using ns-2 [16]. In our simulations, the transit-stub topology
created by the GT-ITM [17] tool was used as the underlying
network topology ; it consists of 125 routers and 240 hosts.
We set the upload bandwidth randomly distributed between 2
and 5Mbps, and set the download bandwidth to be 10Mbps.
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Fig. 5. Node joining procedure of NHAG

Streaming is delivered in a scenario where each node joins the
ALM one by one in every 2 seconds, and after all nodes have
joined, a node leaves one by one in every 2 seconds. In the
simulation, the stream delivery rate is 500kbps, and the total
simulation time is 1000 seconds.

As described in Sections II and III, in THAG, the congestion
level increases as the size of AG increases. On the other hand,
in NHAG, we vary the AG size adaptively according to the
upload bandwidth, and hence the congestion level will not
increase even when the AG size increases. In order to validate
our analysis, we compare the performance of NHAG with that
of THAG for cases when the number of sub-streams is 2, 3,
and 4. When the number of sub-streams is 2, 3, and 4, THAG
uses AG with size 4, 5, and 6, respectively. We refer to THAG
with AG size of S as THAGS. Here, in THAG4, the minimum
of upload bandwidth needed is 2Mbps, and hence there is
no congestion. While in THAG5 and THAG6, the minimum
upload bandwidth needed is 3Mbps and 4Mbps, respectively,
thus being subject to congestion.

We adopt the total throughput and Bandwidth Satisfaction
Rate (BSR) as the performance metrics. BSR is the ratio be-
tween the requested streaming rate and the received streaming
rate, as defined in Eq. (5).

BSR =
The Received Streaming Rate

The Requested Stream Rate
(5)

The requested streaming rate is determined based on the size
of AG, in which the rate in THAG4 is 1Mbps, in THAG5
1.5Mbps, and in THAG6 2Mbps. In NHAG, we determine
the requested streaming rate dynamically based on each node’s
upload bandwidth.

B. Simulation results

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the average of to-
tal throughput and the minimum total throughput. The total
throughput is the total of all s1ub-streams’ throughputs. In
Fig. 6, we can see that NHAG provides higher average total
throughput than that of THAG. Furthermore, by comparing
the minimum total throughput, in THAG, when the number
of sub-streams is 2, all nodes can receive almost all the two
sub-streams from the source. Furthermore, when the number
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of sub-streams is 3 and 4, we found that some nodes cannot
receive all sub-streams. In NHAG, all nodes can receive almost
all sub-streams based on the actual upload bandwidth.

Next, we compare BSR achievable by each method. We
calculate the average value of BSRs in each node, or shown
in Fig. 7. In THAG, when the number of sub-streams is 2,
the BSR is almost 1 because this is an ideal case. When the
number of sub-streams is 3 and 4, the average BSR is smaller
than 1. On the other hand, NHAG can achieve the average
BSR of almost 1, close to the ideal case.

These simulation results show that in THAG the received
streaming rate is less than the requested streaming rate as
the number of sub-streams increases. NHAG selects the AG
appropriately based on the upload bandwidth. In fact, NHAG
can achieve almost the same throughput comparable to the
ideal case, and deliver the stream adaptively based on the
available bandwidth.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on the ALM, which splits a stream
into several sub-streams with MDC and delivers each stream
along multicast trees constructed independently from AG,

and propose a method based on the available bandwidth.
When a stream is delivered on ALM, the proposed method
adapts the size of AG according to the available bandwidth.
Our simulation results by using network simulator ns-2 have
demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposal in terms of
the throughput and BSR. Our future works will consider the
integration of ALM with other evaluation criteria such as QoS.
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